Teaching package

YOUR MUSEUM
HELENE KRÖLLER-MÜLLER
dreamed of her own museum, to share her
collection with us. This led to the opening of the
Kröller-Müller Museum in 1938. Imagine that you
open your own museum. What would it look
like?

1

Choose a work from your collection and go to
the room where it hangs. What does this room
look like?
It contains
works of art.

2

paintings and

other

On this floor plan, draw the position of the
artworks and where you enter the space.

Colour of the walls:

Where is the entrance and exit?

Furniture (benches/chairs etc.):

How long do you think the walls are? Write your estimation on the walls.

Colour of the title cards:

Colour of the floor:

3

If I had to score this room, I’d give it a:

6

What about your museum? What are the five
most important spaces?
1.

4

If you could decide how to arrange this room,
what would you change? Multiple answers are
possible.
		

2.
3.

I would hang
paintings and have
other artworks

4.
5.

Colour of the walls:
Colour of the floor:

7

Colour of the title cards:
Furniture (chairs/benches etc.):

Helene knew exactly where she wanted her
museum. In the heart of the Veluwe, in nature.
Then you can first relax and then view the art.
What about you? Where would you have your
museum built?

Entrance and exit:

5

While we’re at it: does the Kröller-Müller
Museum have a ...

8

And finally: how would you name it?
		 After myself of course,

Restaurant

Cloakroom

Museum

Library

Office space

		 Museum of Important Art

Children’s studio

		 International Children’s Museum

Study room

Seating
(to take
a rest)

Coffee corner

Information desk

Projection room

Shop

Sponsor room

Toilets

		 Other, namely

Discover more!
Enough space for something new?
Choose assignment card: New acquisition
Take a rest outside?
Choose assignment card:
Sculpture garden

